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Foreword
The ACS Symposium Series was first published in 1974 to provide a
mechanism for publishing symposia quickly in book form. The purpose of
the series is to publish timely, comprehensive books developed from the ACS
sponsored symposia based on current scientific research. Occasionally, books are
developed from symposia sponsored by other organizations when the topic is of
keen interest to the chemistry audience.
Before agreeing to publish a book, the proposed table of contents is reviewed
for appropriate and comprehensive coverage and for interest to the audience. Some
papers may be excluded to better focus the book; others may be added to provide
comprehensiveness. When appropriate, overview or introductory chapters are
added. Drafts of chapters are peer-reviewed prior to final acceptance or rejection,
and manuscripts are prepared in camera-ready format.
As a rule, only original research papers and original review papers are
included in the volumes. Verbatim reproductions of previous published papers
are not accepted.
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Pesticides are essential tools for crop protection and disease
prevention. These agricultural chemicals (and their associated
uses) continue to be subject to increased regulatory scrutiny,
even though modern pesticides have become safer, more
effective, and target specific. Pesticide persistence, off-target
movement to ground and surface water systems, and potential
for impacting non-target organisms are the major focus for
regulatory assessments. Sorption and degradation are among
the dominant processes that determine the fate and ecological
risk of pesticides in the environment. This book addresses
pesticide sorption and degradation processes in the context
of regulatory evaluation, yet with a special focus on the
chemistry-soil-environment interactions to better quantify the
increasingly observed non-first-order and time-despondent
behavior in the environmental fate studies.

Degradation of agricultural chemicals is commonly described by pseudo
first-order (PFO) kinetics, with the underlying assumption that the rate of
degradation is only proportional to the concentration of the degrading compound.
The other “reactant” (or reactants) involved in the degradation process is
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assumed to be invariant or can be effectively incorporated into the PFO rate
constant. For enzyme-catalyzed degradation or biodegradation, the process
may become rate-limited when the substrate (i.e. the chemical of interest) is
not freely available to microbial metabolism (1), resulting in poor fit of the
PFO kinetics to experimental observations. This is particularly true when
sorption and diffusion are prominent in controlling mass transfer between the
cell surfaces and microbial-absent regions in soil where chemicals are adsorbed,
bound or physically entrapped (e.g., in inter-/intra-particle micropores). In
such cases, non-first-order degradation and time-dependent sorption may occur
simultaneously. Non-first-order degradation may also be induced by microbial
dynamics when bioactivity fluctuates over the course of a laboratory study or
due to temperature/moisture and/or other agronomic and environmental changes
under field conditions.
A common practice to describe pesticide sorption (physical and/or chemical
process by which the pesticide becomes bound to a solid substrate) is to assume
equilibrium (steady state) during partitioning between the solution and solid
phases. In contrast, time-dependent sorption typically describes the process
of increasing sorption (or decreasing in a desorption mode) of an organic
compound with time in soil. Various physical/chemical mechanisms responsible
for time-dependent sorption may include inter-/intra-particle micropore diffusion,
surface site adsorption, partitioning, and hydrogen or chemical bonding (2–4).
When non-first-order degradation and time-dependent sorption exist, the
conventional PFO and equilibrium sorption approaches may not be adequate
predictors of the fate and transport behavior of agriculturally important chemicals.
The recent publications (5, 6) of regulatory guidance for calculating non-first-order
kinetics for pesticide environmental risk and exposure assessments, both in the
European Union (EU) and North America Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA),
have renewed the interest in refining the measurements, interpretation and use of
kinetic data. This ACS book summarizes the combined work recently presented
at the 246th ACS National Meeting symposium of Non-First-Order Dissipation
and Time-Dependent Sorption of Organic Chemicals in Soil: Measurement,
Modeling, and Impact on Environmental Exposure Predictions, September 8 - 12,
2013, Indianapolis, Indiana, USA; and the findings from the International Union
of Pure and Applied Chemistry (IUPAC) research project (2010-018-2-600):
Review of Pesticide Environmental Fate Parameters and Their Quantitative
Relationship with Soil and Climate Conditions (7). Conventional and novel
approaches for time-dependent sorption and degradation presented in this book
will benefit a large audience of readers, including the regulatory community,
academia, government, and industry scientists.
The chapters are arranged according to the three general topics as illustrated
in the diagram below. The book starts (Chapter 2) with the interactions
of the fate processes (sorption and degradation) and their relationship with
chemistry (quantitative structure-activity relationship, or QSAR) and the soil and
environmental conditions (Chapters 3, 4, and 5). Evaluation of current NAFTA
regulatory kinetics guidance and an overview of using time-dependent sorption
studies in EU regulatory exposure assessment are provided in Chapters 6 and
7, respectively. Approaches for data delineation of degradation kinetics and
2
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parameterization are presented in Chapters 8, 9, and 10. New experimental design
and methods to measure and quantify time-dependent sorption and irreversibility
are described in Chapters 11, 12, 13, and 14. The last section of the book is
dedicated to the development of the coupled sorption and degradation kinetics
on the EU FOCUS-PRZM model (Chapter 15) and followed by several model
evaluation and validation case studies to demonstrate the impact of non-first-order
degradation and time- and soil-dependent sorption on the overall environmental
fate and transport processes in field conditions (Chapters 16, 17, and 18).

It is anticipated the state of knowledge and information presented in this book
will provide the foundation for stimulating discussion and development of new
approaches, leading to more accurate pesticide environmental fate and exposure
predictions through improved study measurements, model parameterization, and
use of sound kinetics of degradation and sorption algorithms. We realize that the
conventional use of the PFO kinetics and instantaneous sorption assumptions
has its advantages and may be valid in many cases. However, the text presented
here, including discussion of new experimental methods, analysis of kinetics,
structure-activity relationships, and refined modeling tools will provide valuable
insights to the reader on this topic. We hope that this book will be useful to
the broad agrochemical research community including environmental scientists,
risk assessors/regulators, students, and general practitioners in environmental
exposure, risk assessment, and risk management.
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Chapter 2
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The spatial distribution of organic compounds in the
microscopic soil/pore-water system due to sorption has
fundamental implications on determining first-order or
non-first order behaviour and assessing bioavailability/
biodegradability. If only the fraction of the organic compounds
in the microbe-accessible region (e.g., soil pore water) is
directly subject to intracellular transformation, sorption into
microbe-absent regions (e.g., intra-particle/intra-aggregate
micro-pores/interstitial spaces) may become rate-limiting to
biodegradation, thus a non-first order decline may be expected
in the soil-water system. In this paper, several data sets
with direct measurements of soil pore water concentrations
are used to elucidate the effect of sorption/desorption on
biodegradation. Macro rate constants equivalent to the Double
First-Order in Parallel (DFOP) model are derived for gauging
the non-first order behavior and for calculating the micro
kinetic rate constants of sorption and biodegradability from
standard laboratory soil metabolism and batch sorption studies.
Two new bioavailability factors (short-term and long-term)
are developed to delineate the confounding effect of sorption
© 2014 American Chemical Society
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and a compound’s specific biodegradability on the overall
degradation rate in the bulk soil system. The bioavailability
factors are shown to be useful in the development of predictive
regressions for degradation using soil and environmental
factors. Discussions on data interpretation and implications for
coordinated study designs of different fate studies are provided.

Introduction
Many published and regulatory required soil metabolism studies have
shown that microbial degradation of pesticides can be a non-first order process.
Various non-first order degradation models have been proposed to best fit data
and to derive representative or worst-case half-life values in order to satisfy
the input requirement of the regulatory models for environmental exposure and
risk assessments (1, 2). None of these models, however, are mechanistically
based, i.e., they are difficult to use for interpreting the observed data and lack of
insight into the underlying processes which require cross-examination of other
environmental fate studies such as sorption. The aim of this chapter is to offer
an approach that couples the two most important fate processes, sorption and
degradation, and delineates the effects of soil and other environmental conditions
on non-first order behavior.
Interaction between sorption and degradation of organic chemicals in soil is
not a new phenomenon. The root cause of the interdependent relationship is the
microscopic heterogeneity in distributions of chemical substrates and microbial
degraders in the soil pore that prevents metabolism from occurring at the right
place and right time. On a microscopic soil pore scale, sorption separates substrate
(pesticide) from its degrader (microorganisms) by mass transfer (primarily via
diffusion) of the substrate molecules to the soil intra-aggregate/intra-particle
pores/interstitial space or organic matrix where microbial assess is limited. Soil
micro pores with diameters <0.1 μm are abundant while typical size of indigenous
bacteria is larger than 0.5 μm in diameter3. Bacteria (single or in colonies)
typically inhabit in soil pores >= 2 μm in diameter and the majority of soil pores
are smaller than this size with soil moisture content at field capacity levels (3,
4). As a result, physical exclusion of microbes from the micro pores/interstice
of soil particles/micro-aggregates may imply that only the fraction of organic
compounds in the microbe-accessible region (e.g., in the bulk soil solution or
aqueous phase) may be directly subject to intracellular transformation (3–6). This
may also include substances sorbed (reversible or irreversible) into the organic
matrix in the microbe-accessible regions such as larger pores or micro surfaces
in desolate areas. Mass transfer of organic compounds from the microbe-absent
regions (or sorbed phase as a general term) thus may become a rate-limiting step
to microbial degradation in the soil pore system.
Conceptually, sorption and degradation are initially two competing processes
for available molecules in soil pore water when a compound is freshly applied
(Figure 1). As more molecules become adsorbed and transferred via diffusion in
to the micro pores or intra-particle structure inaccessible to microbes, degradation
6
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rate in the aqueous phase may become limited/controlled by the release speed
from the microbial absent zones depending on the intrinsic biodegradability of
the compound.

Figure 1. Sorption and biodegradation as a function of environmental factors
and their mutual relationship in the soil-pore water system.

Soil variables influencing both pesticide sorption and degradation processes
may operate in two ways: (i) variables that predominantly influence the sorption
of substances and thereby change the availability of substances for degradation
(7); and (ii) variables that indeed influence sorption and degradation processes
independently from each other. Sometimes these two mechanisms may not be
differentiated easily, as soil parameters are often interrelated and may thereby
influence degradation predominantly via their correlation with soil sorption. The
independent and/or interrelated soil and environmental variables can influence
the interactions between degradation and sorption differently under different
macroscopic conditions. Therefore, delineating the exact impacts by various
variables requires a detailed description of the two interacting processes in the
micro soil-water environment.
In this chapter, we first present a set of mathematical solutions for the coupled
sorption and degradation kinetics. Several published literature data sets with
direct measurements of soil pore water concentrations are used to elucidate the
effect of sorption on degradation. Two macro rate constants equivalent to the
Double First-Order in Parallel (DFOP, FOCUS Guidance) are defined and used to
measure system deviation from first-order and to estimate micro rate parameters
from standard laboratory soil metabolism and batch sorption studies. Two new
bioavailability factors are proposed to help delineate the coupled influence of
sorption and biodegradability on the overall degradation of the bulk soil system.
Attempt is also made to investigate predictive relationships of degradation rates
with the new bioavailability factors and soil/environmental variables available
from published literature data.
For the sake of simplicity, we use degradation interchangeably with
biodegradation on the understanding that degradation through abiotic processes
such as hydrolysis is not considered in the context of the discussion herein and
that the final breakdown product is not necessarily CO2.
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Theory
The interactions between sorption and degradation on the pore scale can be
conceptualized as a two-step process (Figure 2): 1) mass transfer between the
sorbed phase and microbial cell surface in the bulk solution; and 2) biological
uptake and transformation (8). For chemicals in the sorbed phase, mass transfer
primarily involves desorption (i.e., from the sorbing surfaces inside the nano/micro
pores or interstice) and diffusion to the bulk soil solution where microbial colonies
reside. For chemicals in the bulk soil solution, the mass transfer process plays a
competing role for the dissolved molecules by diffusion into the microbial-absent
regions and/or adsorption onto the micro surfaces of soil particles.

Figure 2. Schematic representation of the soil pore scale distributions of
pesticide molecules and microorganisms in the soil-water system (left). The
concentration-time course on the right was simulated by Eqs. 5-8 (with
parameters: f=0.2, μw=0.1 d-1, α=0.01 d-1, Kd=2 ml/g, and ρ/θ=3.25 g/cm3).
Concentrations in the aqueous phase (C) and on the instantaneous sorption sites
(S1) decrease faster than the total bulk soil concentration (Ct) which exhibits
a clear non-first order decline due to the formation (adsorption) and decline
(desorption) on the time-dependent sorbed phase (S2). (see color insert)

A pseudo first order (PFO) reaction can be used to simplify the lumped
microbial uptake and subsequent intra-cellular transformation process given that
concentrations of organic chemicals are generally low in the bulk soil solution
(8). Since degradation on the sorbed phase is expected to be minimal, the mass
balance of an organic chemical in a bulk soil unit can be written:
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Where C is concentration in the dissolved phase; μg/L; S is concentration in
the adsorbed phase, μg/g; θ is volumetric soil moisture content, cm3/cm3; ρ is
soil bulk density, g/cm3; μw is degradation rate constant in the soil pore water or
aqueous phase, day-1; t is time, day.
The sorption term (S) in Eq. 1 is described by a two-site kinetics model, which
takes into account the bi-phasic behaviour commonly observed in the adsorptiontime curve where the initial portion of adsorption takes place quickly and is then
followed by a gradual time-dependent phase (9–14). The first type of sorption
site(s) (denoted as S1) is presumably related to the sorbing regions/micro surfaces
directly exposed to the soil bulk solution so that sorption in these areas may reach
local equilibrium almost instantaneously. The second type of sorption sites (S2)
may represent the sorbing regions inside the micro pores/interstice where diffusion
through the micro tortuous space/channels is a slow time-dependent process (15).
Assuming Freundlich equilibrium sorption for S1, the two-site sorption model can
be expressed as the equations below:

Where S1 is the amount sorbed at the equilibrium sorption sites, μg/g; S2 is
the amount sorbed at the time-dependent sorption sites, μg/g; f is soil fraction of
the equilibrium sorption sites, dimensionless; Kf is Freundlich sorption coefficient
when ultimate sorption equilibrium is reached, unit dependent on S1 and C; n is
Freundlich constant; α is desorption rate constant (or mass transfer coefficient),
day-1. Other variables are defined in Eq. 1. For linear sorption isotherms (i.e.,
n=1), the Freundlich coefficient Kf is traditionally termed as sorption partition
coefficient and denoted by Kd (unit: ml/g). When Kd is normalized by soil organic
carbon, the resulting parameter is denoted as Koc (unit: ml/g).
For linear equilibrium sorption, Eqs. 1-4 can be solved analytically with initial
conditions (i.e., at t=0, C=C0; S1= fKdC0; and S2=0) (16–18). For consistency
and complete expressions of defined parameters and variables, several closed-form
solutions of key variables are provided below:
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